Attention All
Consultants
CHANGES TO ORDERING & DISPATCH PLUS.....

...NEW PENDANTS
FOR CONSULTANTS ONLY
These new shaped
Pendants have
been on their
way for some
time & the first of them
were water cut, processed &
tested during Aug & Sept.

HAVE YOU BEEN FEELING LATELY THAT YOUR PENDANT COULD BE DOING SOMETHING MORE FOR YOU?

Well your not alone.
Interestingly just as Tesla’s was being pressured
to develop a new shaped Pendant for Tesla’s
Consultants, a number of you rang us making
comments like “is there any thing new coming”,
or “is there any Pendants I haven't seen yet”.
We were able to say “yes we have just finished
the final drawings for the new shapes & you
may feel more comfortable with one of these”.
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Oval/Heptagon
Cutout

Heptagon

The new shaped Pendants are based on the
harmonics of a Heptagon (Seven sides). As you
are aware you should always pick your Pendant
intuitively & we ask you to do the same here. If
you FEEL you need a change then please look at
the new shapes, pick which ever FEELS right for
you, as you know the colours do not matter.
These Pendants are 0.2mm thicker than the
normal Pendant plus the extra cutting & work
all adds considerably to the price.

Double Oval/Heptagon

Norm Heptagonal

ORDERING & DISPATCH
MEET THE DISPATCH TEAM
Roger has recently started with Tesla’s, he is handling order
processing, invoicing & data entry.

Rina has been with Tesla’s for 3 years
managing stock & dispatch. Many of you
have been in contact with Rina when
Keith & Carol have been away training
Consultants, lecturing etc.

Because of these changes we have a new order-form for Consultants only,
to make the processing of orders more coherent, please use this form when emailing,
faxing or posting your orders.
Of course info@teslas.us will as always reach Keith & Carol.

A RECENT TESTIMONY printed verbatim
Greetings Zakairan,
I have some more news about the eﬀects of the Tesla House plate I bought
oﬀ you !
Recently a friend was in a bad car accident, she had multiple injuries, the
worst was all ribs broken down one side and an almost amputated foot, I
have been going to see her twice a week, about 4 weeks ago I was inspired/
guided to take my Tesla Plate with me, I know its not meant to be used in a
big multi‐storey Hospital, she is on the 7th ﬂoor, but I took it anyway. Her
condition was not good, she had a bad infection that was making one
wound very hard to heal, in fact they had to cut out a grapefruit sized
infected piece of skin and muscle, down to the bone on her leg/ankle, to
stop the infection that was Anti‐Biotic resistant, but still things were not
looking good, and there was talk of amputation !
But in the last 4 weeks of my visits with the Tesla Plate, I put it under her
wound to start, and then under her bed, not only has her condition
improved quite dramatically, there is no more talk of amputation, and her
muscles are growing back quicker than expected !, so much so they are
now going to do a skin graft and maybe let her go home in a few weeks !
She was skeptical when I ﬁrst used it and looked at me oddly, but even she
has had to say she thinks it has helped !
Blessings
Mark
SittingBear
Amara

Dr Jen wrote telling us about the reaction
her parents had to Tesla’s products after
she & her husband Karl gave them a
House Kit.
Quote “Mum (the eternal cynic &
physiotherapist) found instant pain relief
on her arthritic thumb by placing her new
Travel Plate on it.”
Dr Jen’s says her dad came up with an
interesting analogy,
Quote “Do the plates act on our bio‐
energetic circuit boards like a rectiﬁer
does on an electrical circuit board???”

